
TEMP FAB I   Cruise Control for skoda fabia i    EN
        
         
            WARNING: Carefully read following instructions and technical specifications
in this manual before installation. The system must be installed and used only accord-
ing to this manual. The system is designed for vehicles with 12V power supply and 
CAN BUS. It has to be connected to 12V output and to the ground. Neither producer 
or seller of the system is responsible for damages caused by incorrect installation, 
using or operating of this product. Unprofessional operation or modification of the 
system can damage the system alone, or the electric system of the vehicle and leads 
to warranty loss. For proper working of the system we recommend the installation 
to be made by authorized service.

SySTem deSCRIpTIoN
TEMP FAB I is original cruise control designed for installation to the vehicles Sko-
da Fabia I. Vehicle must be equipped with electronically controlled throttle. Set 
is easy to install to the vehicles with control unit of 6Q1 or 6Q0. When vehicle 
is equipped with 6Q2 control unit, it must be replaced with other conrol unit.

SeT CoNTAINS:
• 1x switching lever under steering wheel SKODA FABIA I • 1x auxiliary block 
1pole 

Set does not include cruise control harness!

I. SySTem INSTALLATIoN
- disconnect vehicle battery
- replace the left lever under the steering wheel with the supplied lever with cruise 
control (1)
- connect the non-connected white wire to terminal T11a/PIN 10 on the trans-
verse wall
- connect the non-connected white wire to the terminal T11a/PIN 6 on the trans-
verse wall (only for engine code ATD model year 2005) 
- form T4d terminal of the brake pedal disconnect the blue/red wire (PIN2) and 
put it in the attached 1-pole terminal block (3)
- connect the red/white wire from the cruise harness to the free position (origi-
naly PIN2)
- brown 6pole terminal T6y connect to the terminal XS3 located in the central 
unit of vehicle
- black 10pole terminal T10g connect to the terminal on cruise control lever (1)
- attach the cruise harness to the appropriate locations with tightening strips to 
the original electrical installations in order to prevent them from abrasion against 
sharp edges, and so as prevent from driving noises
- reattach all removed parts and connect the battery

Check the proper functionof cruise control by test drive!

        
 
II. CRUISe CoNTRoL ACTIVATIoN
- cruise control must be activated using the V.A.G. diagnostic tool
- connect the V.A.G. diagnostic tool, start up the engine and set the adress 01 
„Engine electronic“
- press button „arrow“ a choose function 11 „Login procedure“
- enter code 11 463 and confirm by button „Q“
- choose function 06 „Termination output“ and turn off ignition

III. SCHemATIC FoR CRUISe CoNTRoL


